In this paper, we propose an enhanced method of initializing the quantization parameter (QP) in H.264 rate control algorithm based on image quality balance of GOP (Group of Pictures) using support vector machines (SVMs). Primarily, we analyze characteristics of some typical video sequences by motion vectors. And then we choose four video sequences with different characteristics and computer their spatial and temporal complexities and the optimal initial QPs which can guarantee to generate video sequences with consistent quality by minimizing the variation of QPs in a GOP, while ensuring the actual encoding bit rate closer to the target bit rate in various bit rates by proposed selection method of optimal initial QP. We utilize SVMs that can detect the optimal parameters by genetic algorithm to train the regression function of the extracted features that are the spatial and temporal complexities as well as given the target bit rates of sample video sequences and target that is optimal initial QPs. When any video sequence is given under any target bit rate, its spatial complexity is calculated and mapped to one of four samples through the proposed mapping method. Finally, its optimal initial QP is determined by regression function according to the mapped spatial complexity, corresponding temporal complexity of sample video sequence and given target bit rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rate control (RC) [1, 15, 17] involves adjusting encoding parameters in order to achieve a target bit rate. The most obvious parameter to be adjusted is the quantization parameter (QP) since increasing QP [18, 19] reduces coded bit rate (at the expense of low decoded quality) and vice versa. And the initialization of rate control is a very important section in the rate control strategy. It includes selecting an initial QP for the first instantaneous decoding refresh (IDR) picture in a video sequence. However, unfortunately, there are few works about how to decide the initial QP value of video sequences. In JVT-G012 [2] , the initial QP is decided by the number of bits per pixel (BPP) which is determined according to bit rate, frame rate and frame resolution. However, this method does not take into account features and complexities of video sequences. Therefore, video sequences reconstructed after the method JVT-G012 [2] can be in low quality or the quality of reconstructed video sequences can be changed extremely. In order to make up this problem, Wang [3] and Wu [4] propose to use the characteristics of video sequences as well as BPP to determine the initial QP. However, their methods do not consider reconstructed video sequence quality balance and the provided parameters cannot be applied any video sequence.
In order to solve the existing problems, we propose an adaptive method to decide an initial QP in any bit rate. Primarily, in order to realize the goal of enhancement, we analyze characteristic of ten video sequences by motion vector and screen out four video sequences that are representative samples. And then we calculate their spatial and temporal complexities using the proportion of the number of complex macroblocks (MB) in the first Iframe and average mean absolute difference (MAD) value of the second, third and fourth frames which are intercoded is computed [4] . Moreover, the optimal initial QPs which are used to generate their reconstructed video sequences with high quality and consistent quality in a GOP at target bit rates in the range of 0.4 to 2.0 Mbps. Afterwards, We use SVMs [5] that can detect the optimal parameters by genetic algorithm [6] to compute the regression function of the extracted features that are the spatial, temporal complexities and tested target bit rates of sample video sequences and target that is optimal initial QPs. Moreover, we propose a method to map spatial complexity of tested video sequences by proportion of the number of complex MBs in the first Iframe of one of four sample video sequences. For any video sequence, we can compute its initial QP by SVMs [5] regression function according to the mapped spatial complexity, corresponding temporal complexity of sample video sequences and given target bit rate.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows： Section 2 shows the existing method of initial quantization parameter determination and theory of support vector regression. Section 3 explains the proposed method in details. Section 4 represents the results of experimental analysis. Finally, Section 5 shows the conclusion of this study.
II. THEORY

A. Existed Initial Quantization Parameter Determination
In this section, we review two methods which are used to decide initial QP in recent literatures: the method of JVT-G012 [2] and the method of Wu [4] . The method of JVT-G012 [2] that can automatically decide an initial QP is widely used in reference software of H.264 [2, 10] .The method of JVT-G012 [2] uses only BPP to determine an initial QP, while the method of Wu [4] uses the characteristics of video sequences as well as BPP.
In the method of JVT-G012 [2] , an initial QP can be determined according to BPP as follow: 
(1)
where P initialQ is an initial QP value to encode the first I-frame. Initially, we work out the value of BPP through R , f and S V being the bit rate, frame rate and the size of image of tested video sequence in (2) . Secondly 1 L , 2 L and 3 L are the parameters. Moreover, the values of parameters are defined to 0.1, 0.3 and 0.6 for QCIF video sequences and 0.2, 0.6 and 1.2 for CIF video sequences and 0.6, 1.4 and 2.4 for other type of video sequences respectively in the H.264 reference software JM10.2 [7] . Although this initialization scheme is simple, yet it is not accurate enough.
In the method of Wu [4] , the value of P initialQ is computed on the basis of BPP, the MAD value of the first IDR frame and the average MAD value of the second, third and fourth frames which are inter frames in video sequence as follows: The parameters used in the method of Wu [4] are calculated by using News, Foreman and Mobile video sequences. Although they have different spatial and temporal characteristics, it is difficult to say that they represent a large number of video sequences. Moreover, this method has not considered image quality balance of GOP.
B. Support Vector Machines Regression
In this section, we present some details of regression model of SVMs. SVMs are a popular machine learning method for useful for solving supervised learning problems such as classification (SVC) and regression (SVR) [5, 8] . The hyper parameter decision has affection on the accuracy of SVR [5, 8] . 
when the new feature vector x is given, the target y can be inferred from this decision function. However, when taking linear insensitive loss function as risk assessment model, we get the objective function of the quadratic programming Lagrange. Its dual form is ** 11 ** 1 1 ( , , , )
.
After solving the formula (7), we can obtain the i a and * i a applying formula (6) in forecast. C and  which are parameters are preset values. b. The Choice of Kernel Function and Parameter In the process of establishing the SVMs model, the choice of kernel function is direct related the model's properties, the choice of kernel function is an important problem for SVMs which has been studying. Each kernel function has the data distribution type belong itself, regarding the different data sets, the different kernel function has different performances. Choosing the appropriate kernel function is easy to obtain the better forecast effect. There are mainly three kernel functions. They are polynomial, radial basis (RBF) and sigmoid kernel functions. In general, the RBF kernel is a reasonable first choice. The formula of RBF is 2 ( , ) .
Therefore, to this case, we have to determine the parameters to the SVR. They are C ,  and  . In general, we can use the method of 5 fold Cross-Validation (CV) to obtain the parameters. The idea of this method is that training data i x are divided into 5 sets and uses one set for test and the others are used for training to determine the support vectors and weights for given parameters. Obviously, due to the candidate sets are 5, this process have to be performed 5 times. Finally, the method of 5 fold CV is applied to (7) . And then we can gain the best parameters which can generate the minimum average Mean Square Error (MSE). In the process of CV, the "grid-search" on the parameters is used [9, 10] . However, this method has to investigate all of points in the grid so that it has high complexity. However, in [6] , the better prediction performance is obtained by optimization parameters using GA.
C. Parameters Optimization with Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a computing model used to solving complex problems through simulating the natural evolution process with advantages of effectiveness, parallel and global search. GA uses four operators to generate the test patterns: select reproduction, crossover, mutation and stopping condition. An open-source MATLAB genetic algorithm toolbox developed by the University of Sheffield [11] is used in this paper.
III. PROPOSED ENHANCED METHOD
In order to solve the problems of [2] and [4] , we use the regression function of SVR to calculate the optimal initial QP of tested target bit rate for RC [1] . In macro view, the application of SVR contains two steps: first the model or function can be obtained by training a data set and second, using this function to predict output value of a testing data set. At this point, the proposed method of decision initial QP on SVR is shown in Figure 1 . Overview of the proposed method of decision initial QP on SVR.
A. Selection Method for Sample Video Sequence
Motion vectors of video sequences are used to represent their complexity and type. We can infer complexity and type of tested video sequences by amount and position of motion vectors [12, 16] . In order to find motion vectors, we choose two prior coded frames which can be used as a reference for motion-compensated prediction. And motion vectors are difference according to the complexity and type of videos. Figure 2 shows examples of motion vectors obtained from ten sample video sequences [13] .
In Figure 2 , the ten video sequences can be simply divided into two categories. We can see that Bus, Flower and Mobile video sequences are relatively more complex than others. On the contrary, Foreman, Waterfall, Silent, Paris, Bridge-far, Mother-daughter and News video sequences are relatively simple. In complex video, Bus video is made by moving a camera from right to left and its motion vectors are present throughout the video. And Flower video shows the movement of the object located at the lower of the video and Mobile video has the movement on the all-region similarly to Bus video. In simple video, Waterfall is a Zoom-Out style video sequence and Foreman is an interview style video sequence. Moreover News, Paris, Mother-daughter and Silent are also interview style video sequences and Bridge-far video is similar to Waterfall. Video sequences with different styles have different patterns based on their motion vectors, which can be used as distinct properties to represent them. And Bus, Flower, Waterfall and Foreman video sequences can play roles as representative samples, since they show relatively uncorrelated characteristics based on motion vectors.
B. Extraction Features and Mapping Features
In this subsection, we decide the extraction features and target of selected sample video sequences. Moreover, we also extract feature of testing video sequences. In order to implement generalized performance of proposed method, we also propose the method of mapping features for testing video sequences.
In this paper, the initial QP of RC [1] is calculated according to the complexity of video sequences and given target bit rate. Due to the target bit rate is given, we only need to provide the computing method of spatial complexity of sample video sequences.
In H.264, the smallest encoding domain is MB. Since the variance of a MB corresponds to total energy of the AC coefficients of the MB, it can be used to measure the spatial complexity of the MB. Thus, we use the variance to identify the high and low complexity of the MB [14] in our algorithm. 
 
where the variance MB is the variance of MB and ( , ) Y i j is the luminance value of the pixel at (i, j). The complexity of an MB can be classified as high or low according to its variance as follow: where T is threshold that is set to 92735. Base on this idea, we can calculate the spatial complexity of the first Iframe according to the proportion of the number of complex MBs in the first I-frame as follow:
where the ratio Frame is the proportion of the number of complex MBs in the first I-frame. We can use this value to quantize the spatial complexity. The For P-frame or B-frame that is inter frame, the MAD is computed by using the motion-compensated residual for luminance part, so that the average MAD value of the three frames can be computed which indicates the temporal characteristic of the sequence [4] .
The proportion, average MAD and target bit rate are used as extracted features of sample and testing video sequences.
The target of sample video sequences is the optimal initial QP at the given target bit rate. Therefore, the selection method for the optimal initial QP is introduced.
On the basis of RC algorithm of H.264 [1] , the initial QP and target bit rate bear direct relevance for performance of encoding. The strategy of this proposed method is that the reconstructed video sequences have consistent and superior quality and the actual bit rate is the least and closer to target bit rate in various tested target bit rates by the optimal initial QP. In order to realize this algorithm, primarily, we obtain average PSNR and bit rate of front 60 frames of testing sample video sequences and the differences of QPs in a GOP of 52 initial QPs of given the target bit rate. The PSNR, bit rate and differences of QPs represent picture quality, amount of data and stationary quality of a GOP. Therefore, we can calculate the optimal initial QPs of given the target bit rate of all sample videos according to pick up the specific initial QP that can be used to generate the maximum PSNR and minimums of bit rate and differences of QPs. However, the PSNR, bit rate and difference of QP are not same magnitude. As a result, PSNR, bit rate and difference of QP should be respectively normalized. The process of normalization is expressed as follows: BestInitial is the optimal initial QP of given target bit rate of sample videos.
In JVT-G012 [7] and the method of Wu [9] , the relationship that is image quality and bits of reconstructed video sequence and initialization quantization parameter is considered. Moreover, the image quality and bits are important. This means that JVT-G012 [7] and the method of Wu [9] are the special case of (15) . So the value of weight is 1 2, 0       . However, in our research, we find the image balance of reconstructed video sequence is important with image quality and bits. So we set the value of weight is
The proportion of the number of complex MBs in the first I-frame, average MAD and given target bit rate are used as the extraction features of testing video sequences. Although sample and testing video sequences have the same given target bit rate, their complexities of spatial and temporal are different. In order to implement generalized performance of proposed method, the spatial and temporal complexities of testing video sequences are mapped by sample video sequences according to method of feature mapping.
Based on a principle that is the similar performance of encoding can be obtained for video sequences that own similar complexity, we suggest a spatial complexity, which is computed by the proportion of the number of complex MBs in the first I-Frame, mapping method based on the Scalar Quantization. This mapping method maps proportion of any video sequence into the sample proportion space which consists of a finite set of proportion of sample video sequences. When any video sequence is given, its proportion is calculated. And then it is mapped by choosing the nearest matching proportion from a set of sample proportion space as follows: SampRate that is the closest to TestRate . Meanwhile, we use the average MAD of sample video sequence that owns the spatial complexity is i SampRate to map the temporal complexity of given testing video sequence.
C. Initialization QP Decision on SVR
In this subsection, the regression function of SVR is determined by training data set. This regression function expresses the relationship of the extraction features that are the spatial and temporal complexities as well as given the target bit rate and the target that is optimal initial QP. And then the optimal initial QP of testing video sequences at given target bit rate is computed using regression function. This process is summarized as below:
Training phase: (1) . After the process of the extraction features, we build the training data set and it is defined to   1 , 2 , 3 , 1 , 1, ,
x is the proportion of the number of complex MBs in the first I-Frame. This is the spatial complexity. And 2 i x is the average MAD, which is used to express temporality complexity, and 3 i x is the target bit rate and the target 1 i y is the optimal initial QPs at given target bit rate. N is the total number of the training examples.
(2). In order to improve the prediction accuracy of regression function, we rearrange the training samples of training data set according to value of the target.
(3). In this paper, the RBF is appointed to kernel function. And then the optimization parameters ,, C  can be obtained from 5 fold CV by GA.
(4). The formula (7) is solved by obtained optimization parameter. And then the weights i a , * i a and b are gained. (5) . The regression function is determined. Testing phase: (1) . To testing video sequences, we also extract the same features with sample video sequences. It includes the extracted features are spatial complexity (t1), temporal complexities (t2) and target bit rate (x3). And then the spatial and temporal complexities of testing video sequences are mapped according to proposed method of feature mapping. Moreover, the testing data set is built as mapped spatial complexity (x1), mapped temporal complexities (x2), target bit rate (x3). The testing data set is   1 , 2 , 3 , 1, ,
, N is the total number of the testing examples.
(2). We calculate the optimal initial QP at the range of target bit rate from 0.4 to 2.0 Mbps according to extraction features of testing data set and regression function by training phase. The predicted optimal initial QP is likely to be real number. However, the optimal initial QP is an integer. So the predicted optimal initial QP is rounded to the nearest integer.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The JM10.2 [7] that is a standard coding software tool of the H.264 is used to verify the proposed method. And Bus, Flower, Waterfall, Foreman, Mobile, Paris, Bridgefar and Silent video sequences with horizontal and vertical resolutions of 352 and 228 pixels, respectively, are used to compare the proposed method with the other two methods [2] and [4] . The B-picture is not included due to the use of the H.264 baseline profile, and 15 pictures are configured as one GOP in which each video applies 60 pictures. The same number of slices is used for each picture and is determined by 18 along the vertical direction. The range of the test target bit rates (units:
Mbps) are from 0.4 Mbps to 2.0 Mbps. And then the optimization of rate and distortion is used. From experiments, four video sequences of Bus, Flower, Waterfall and Foreman are chosen to generate a sample space and calculate their proportion of the number of complex MBs in the first I-frame, average MAD and optimal initial QPs at the range of the target bit rate from 0.4 to 2.0 Mbps. Moreover, the proportion, average MAD and given target bit rate are used as extraction features as well as the initial QP at the given target bit rate is used as the target. Moreover the training data set is built. Afterwards, four video sequences of Mobile, Bridge-far, Paris and Silent are used test video sequences to check the generalization characteristic of the proposed method. Through the extraction features mapping method, Mobile is mapped to Bus, Bridge-far is mapped to waterfall, and Paris and Silent are mapped to Foreman. And then the testing data set is built by extraction features mapped proportion, average MAD and given target bit rate. And then we calculate the optimal initial QP using SVR. We use the LIBSVM [9, 10] to implement the training and testing of SVR. Because of the number of the sample video sequences and the range of the given target bit rate, the training and testing data set respectively have the 68 examples. In the training phase, we use GA to obtain the optimized parameters C ,  and  with 5 fold CV. And then we can gain the weights of regression function by solving the formula (7) using optimized parameters. Finally, the predicted initial QP of testing video sequence is calculated according to trained regression function and extraction features of testing data set. Moreover we evaluate the prediction results by MSE (mean squared error) and 2 r (squared correlation coefficient).
where l is the number of examples of testing data set, 1 In TABLE 1, we can see the optimized parameters , , C  are computed by GA that is implemented by GA Matlab tool box [11] . Due to the value of mse bestCV is a very small value, the GA generates better test patterns which are closer to the global solutions according to generations. The values of 2 , r MSE are 0.00610749 and 0.969604. The predicted initial QP is very closed to target of training data set.
The PSNR (peak signal to noise ratio) that is an objective picture quality criterion is investigated in the paper. In order to evaluate the PSNR and bit rate performances quantificational, the following two measurements are used in this paper. where Rt is the actual bit rate of the proposed method, JVT-G012 [2] and the method of Wu [4] , and Rb is the actual bit rate of JVT-G012 [2] . We average the PSNR and the R  values obtained at various target bit rates for each of the test video sequences and list the averaged results in TABLE 2. From the average PSNR results in TABLE 2, we can see that the proposed method can achieve the better PSNR performance than the other two methods in all situations. And from the average R  result, we can see that the proposed method can achieve better bit rate performance than others in all situations. The average actual bit rate of the proposed method is the least and closer to the target bit rate. Furthermore, the test video sequences can also achieve the best performance by means of optimal initial QPs that are decided using SVR. As a result, we can find out that the proposed method is more effective than others and it also has the generalization characteristic.
 
In particular, the prominent point of the proposed method is that it generates a reconstructed video sequence without extreme changes of quality in GOP. We use the difference of quantization parameter of images of GOP to express balance property of quality of reconstructed videos. The smaller value of difference of quantization parameter can indicate that the reconstructed video sequence quality is more consistent in GOP (Group of picture). Conversely, the reconstructed video sequence quality is not steady. In Figure 3 , we can see that the proposed method achieve the smaller difference of QPs than JVT-G012 [7] and Wu [9] in the most case.
Furthermore, the test video sequences can also achieve the best performance by means of optimal initial QPs that are decided using SVR. As a result, we can find out that the proposed method is more effective than others and it also has the generalization characteristic.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present an enhanced method of initializing the quantization parameter (QP) in H.264 rate control algorithm based on image quality balance of GOP using SVR. We analyze ten video sequences by motion vectors. And then we choose four video sequences with different characteristics and find their optimal initial QPs as the target bit rate is from 0.4 Mbps to 2.0 Mbps. The optimal initial QPs are decided using SVR. Moreover, we propose a method of mapping extraction features for any testing video sequences. In the experiment, four sample video sequences and four test video sequences are used. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve better PSNR performance within the bit rate constraint and more stable quality of reconstructed video sequences than the other two rate control initialization algorithms. Our main contribution is that we propose an adaptive method of rate control initialization based on image quality balance of GOP using SVR.
In the further work, we will also use the learning methods to find the sample video sequences. 
